Dextrose prolotherapy for improvement of rotator cuff lesions: ready for clinical use?
To the Editor-Rotator cuff lesions (RCLs) are among the major causes of shoulder pain and dysfunction and affect the quality of life of many individuals including athletes, manual workers, and older adults. Most cases of RCLs, except for massive tears, are helped in the short term by conservative treatments such as rest, range of motion exercises, physiotherapy, analgesia, local corticosteroid injection, and minimally invasive therapeutic approaches. Chronic RCLs require more advanced invasive therapies to diminish shoulder pain and improve joint function. 1 Prolotherapy is a minimally invasive regenerative therapy for chronic musculoskeletal disorders and tendinopathies. It involves injection of a nonbiological solution into the soft tissue or joint spaces. Hypertonic dextrose is the most commonly used prolotherapy solution. Tissue renewal and healing by injection of hypertonic dextrose, which is called dextrose prolotherapy (DP), has recently increased in popularity for treating musculoskeletal disorders and tendinopathies. It is believed that the injections can cause local tissue irritation by osmotic rupture of local cells and subsequently activate inflammatory responses. Thereafter, initiation of acute inflammatory responses can increase the proliferation of fibroblasts and collagen synthesis. This process can lead to healing and tissue renewal. 2 Accordingly, recent studies have examined the effectiveness of DP on improvement of RCLs and reported some promising results. In a retrospective study with a 1-year follow-up period, Lee et al 3 compared the efficacy of DP with conservative treatment in patients with RCLs. Their results revealed that DP improved shoulder pain, abduction, flexion, and external rotation with no adverse events. 3 Although the study findings are promising, due to the nature of observational studies, it is difficult to conclude whether the observed association between DP treatment and improved outcome was related to that intervention. In a controlled trial, Bertrand et al 4 evaluated the effects of dextrose and 0.1% lidocaine mixture along with physiotherapy on shoulder pain levels and degenerative changes of rotator cuff tendinopathy. The study solutions were injected at baseline, 1, and 2 months after the initiation of the study and the participants were followed up for 9 months. Results revealed that DP reduced shoulder pain and increase range of motion. However, DP failed to prevent or revert the degenerative changes of chronic rotator cuff tendinopathy. 4 These findings are promising; however, the precise benefits of DP remain inconclusive because Bertrand et al 4 used physical therapy along with DP in all studied groups without considering the control group. They also did not perform a covariance analysis to identify any significant effect of physical therapy on patient outcomes. In another clinical trial, Seven et al 5 compared the effectiveness of DP versus physiotherapy in the treatment of pain and shoulder dysfunction in chronic RCLs. The authors found an improvement in the overall outcomes for both groups compared with baseline, but the intervention group had significantly lower pain and better shoulder range of motion in the first weeks of study. In addition shoulder abduction, flexion and internal rotation did not benefit from the DP intervention initially and shoulder external rotation did not benefit from DP at all. 5 The discovery of new and innovative minimally invasive approaches should be a priority for orthopaedic surgeons. On the basis of the available evidence, DP may be useful for pain relief of RCLs along with current conservative treatment options. However, the limited available evidence on the efficacy of DP is inconclusive and further research is needed. Further well-designed clinical trials are warranted to determine the effectiveness of DP in patients with RCLs. In addition, the optimal concentration of dextrose, number of injections, time between injections, site and volume of injection, and follow-up period are yet to be determined.
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